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Added only the bare skeletons without depth. It was felt that

wider 'mope and a somewhat Wormed perception pursued in depth
might provide an original interpretation of this mineteenth
century communal enterprise. Religions the cultural backgrounds
of both the people and the region, the rick landscape of America's
nineteenth century Utopian eaperimentas the place of education in
the development and survival of the community, all contributed
significant tints to the picture of Auroras Oregon. This urns

basic problem for soma study.
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now The Trumpet!

"When I blow the trumpet," wrote Dr. William Mail to those of his

religious seat left behind in Bethel, Missouri, "then there is an upi.

roar like an earthquake. Willie moves ahead and we follow bin."

The year was 1855. "Willis" Keil, a posthumous pioneer embalm.

ed in alcohol, led his father's wagon train on the Oregon Trail in a

hearse pulled by two patient mules. To the devout occupants of the

twenty-four wagons in its dusty wake, Willie's hearse was symbolic of

the sanctity of a promise. Ivan the young man's death had not re-

leased the father from his promise to this eldest son that he might

accompany their communal society's second contingent of settlers

seeking a new land in the great Northwest.

This is the dramatic picture most exploited in stories of Aurora,

Oregon, with little or no documentation. Such a picture can be drawn

with either a sympathetic or contemptuous bias; and the passage of time

has blended fact, hearsay and fiction.

A funeral procession of pioneers migrating across deserts and

over mountains to tie Pacific coast seems, a century later, like the

script for a bizarre western owls sequence. It is difficult for

practical, modern minds to consider the story in any light other than

as proof that Dr. William Keil was rather "peculiar". The fact that

he and his followers established communal settlements seems to provide
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the conclusive evidence of their "strangeness".

Such conclusions, however, are superficial and tend to fall into

the error of judging the behavior of people in an earlier century by

the standards and social environment of a very different present. Camps

parson on this basis is as unrealistic as it would be to expect a

horse and buggy to compete with the motorised treffic on a modern high

speed freeway.

Delineation must first be mode not only of tbea social and economic

or political envtronmemt of nineteenth century America, but also of the

background of Kilian Moil and his followers before the most sensation.

al stories about them can be put into seasonable perspective. The

foundation of most religious sects begins with the inspiration of

strong individual who draws on some aspect of fundamental Christianity

to attract followers. There seems to be ample evidence of Dr. William

Neil's ability to attract adherents with his doctrine of unselfishness

and his very liters/ application of brotherly love. It was not a new

or unusual precept. In fact, the ideas were fairly common among various

denominations and new sects, like the Mormons, or the planned economy

experiments, like Brook Farm, which sprouted, bloomed and died like

desert wildflowers on the nineteenth century landscape. Orientation

of the Moil settle is to some of the other communal experiments in

this period is shown in Appendix A.

wail= Jail was born March 0, alt in Prussia 0 and was,

by matt accounts, initially trained in the garment industry. Me came
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to the Baited States 'while still a young man, sometime before the Panic

of 1137. There are various conflicting reports concerning Zeil's

activities prior to his emergence as leader of the group establishing

Bethel is 1$44 The origin of Bell's title of "Doctor" seems to be in

treatment of the sick although there is no substantial evidence that he

bad any formal education in medicine. VS was said to have had some

knowledge of botany and is reported to have operated a drugstore in

Pittsburgh. Since medical training in the early part of the century in

the Baited States was likely to be quite informal and there was often

little difference between the skill of the druggist and the practicing

doctor, it seems logical to conclude that this was the source of Xeills

title. There is little evidence that Boil himself used the term, for

Letters and documents are signed simply "William LAM The same docu-

ments bearing this signature often have references to Keil, as in the

1846 Aurora agreement (Appendix I), which identify his as "Dr. William

Boil". This could be interpreted as an indication that the title was

used by his followers as a mark of their respect, but it is also known

that Nall continued to administer to the sick even in the Aurora settle*

sent. The reports of his treatment of the ill in Aurora, however, sound

more like "faith healing" than medical treatment.

As in medical training there seems to have been the same infor.

mality of preparation for the ministry in this era of the frontier.

There is no evidence readily available that Keil had any training as a

theologian, but his identification with Methodism on the frontier of



ylvania is plausible. Methodism was still somewhat new

g denomination in the early 1800's. It was strongly

practiacal and liberal, all of which appealed to men on

tiet, and this seems to equate with what is known of Villiers

Wl "s later creed. Indeed, *ow of the basic tenets of Methodism

(37, p.277.295) seem to be the same as the cornerstone of Soil's re*

ligiou and social preaching: to watch over one another in love," and

to take seriously the teaching of Jesus about such matters as the lay.

Lag up of earthly treasures.

The functions served by the circuit rider in Method

lead in divine worship, administer sacraments, adjudicate disputes,

expel persons who had proved umworthy**all seem to be functions tail

continued to exercise in his own sect both in Bethel and Aurora.

Documentation of Soil rrs theological development or connections appears

to be nonexistent, and many of the statements that have been nada about

him on this subject t only conflicting, but seem to be based on

hearsay. A brief history of the Aurora Colony which appeared in the

Chamooss Pioneer (17) states, for sample, that tell established

lethal as a missionary of the airmen Lutheran Church, yet there is

little to suggest that there was Lutheran influence on these people

until the present century. Perhaps Xeil's break with Methodism came

at the time he established Bethel for this was the same year (1844)

that a schism over the slavery issue divided the Methodist Church in

America. There is agreement, certainly, that tell broke with the
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Methodist Church and denounced all organised religion as evil. H. de-

clared that uneelfishness, if practiced in daily life, would prove the

key to present happiness and sternal salvation.

Min with stubborn, dogmatic disposition., such as Keil seems to

have had, both attract and repel other people with almost equal in*

tensity. Emotional reactions to an individual personality often lead

to some confusion in later years when an /attempt is made to find an

unbiased description of the man and his ideas. Surviving descriptions

seem to fit either a saint or a devil, not a man. Such is the case

with William Keil, for even descriptions of his physical appearance do

n ©t agree, the differences seeming to reflect an individual's feelings

about the man. One description (14) compares Keil to the famous

nineteenth century evangelist, Dwight Needy of the Moody and Sankey

revival teen. According to this description, Keil was above medium

height, weighed considerably over 200 pounds, had a powerful, upright

bearing and direct lose. Another description of Keil in his later

years reports that he was short and burly with blue eyes, white hair

and a beard (27, p.318) . One point of general agreement is that Dr.

Leil's eyes were a dominant feature. There are suggestions or infer

emcees that te practiced hypnotism, that his eyes. "lighted up with

the somewhat fierce fire of the fanatic." and that he "had a piercing

look as if searching the very soul of his listener." (27. p.318)
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There seems no doubt that William Keil was a forceful person*

silty vho could inspire courage, confidence and obedience in his

followers and that his application of faith extended to healing the

sick. le possessed that magnetism which seems to draw people to vital

individuals who communicate their sense of mission, of purposeful

living. William Keil, by his own statement in his letters, (24) saw

himself as another Moses who would gather up his persecuted followers

from Ohio and Pennsylvania and lead Chen to a "promised land".

Where, when and how Sell gathered his followers are questions

that may never be satisfactorily answered. The existing statements,

even from descendents of Kell's community members, as well as in such

standard works as Charles Nordhoff's increnestjasigsatatjajukt

04ted Statist, (27, p.307) do not stand up to the critical examination

of even simple chronology. The usual public records to which the re-

searcher can tura, such as census records, birth, marriage and death

records, where they have survived, may be buried in attics or state

archives from Pennsylvania and Ohio to Oregon and Washington. Little

in the way of private letters or diaries finds its wily into the his-

torical and manuscript collections. Descendants who may have such

material can rarely read or translate the German script used by some

of the colonists, and not knowing what the contents may be they have

* natural reluctance to share them with strangers.



This reluctance is understandable considering the past performance

of some who have attempted to writs about communal groups. In the case

of Aurora, Robert X. bricks, in an unpublished manuscript (13) found

in the Oregon Historical Society s files, attecked all the writings

which dealt with that colony as a tradition of falsehoods based on an

obscure book published in German in 1871, .g. b. by Karl G.

Koch. This volume was the basis of R. S. Lyman's history of the Aurora

Colony (22) often quoted by writers today, but the volume of Soch's

could not be located by the present author. Sendricks declares:

This Earl 0. loch was one of Dr. Sail's first disciples
and preachers in Pennsylvania. but Toth vented to
supplant Roil as leader, hence the Nruptures...in that
book he vented his jealous spleen. He charged against
Dr. Vail the things that William 0. Seek, editor of

is copied, that Mordhoff quoted as
acts, that t is students recopied. That is jaundiced
statement based on jaundiced statement...running back
mostly to loch...Why did the colonists not reply? They
did not think it was necessary. Knowing bin they could
not Wu, hie seriously. They did not hats Re h; they
pitied bin... and one of the colonists all the while was
C. Frederich Koch, an elder brother...0. Freetinicts Koch
lived his last days and died at the house of Dr. toil
and hod a colony funeral and was buried to the colony
cemetery (15).

Much misinformation has been perpetuated by loose statements end

counter-statements regarding a connection between William Sail's follow-

era and the Harmony Society of George Rapp which had settled Marmonic,

Pennsylvania, New Harmony, Indiana, and Economy, Pennsylvania. Few

of the statements are as close to fact as that in Alice Tyler's social

history, Frpeflom' ee Fermitut (35, p.123): "...among the seceders from



the Rapp colony of Icomomy who were duped by Leon' (ehsrd

Muller) were a far of the disillusioned who fob the nucleus

new community in Missouri under the leadership of a certain William

Roil."

There is ag to ,even the descse is of Roil1

fol lowers, as to where Roil first argent: his adherents.

Some mention Phillips burgh (this was the community established by

"Count Leon" and the Rapp (8) seceders) . Some say Pittsburgh. Some

claim that Rail went into the Rapp Colony itself and attempted

proselyte. liven Mardhoff s account (27, p.307) is a somewhat confused

statement on the relationship between Roil and the licomomy seceders.

Robert Hendricks, in the manuscript previously mentioned (15),

particularly an: pus to refute a connection between the follow.

ears of George Rapp and the followers of William Rail, but although he

denies such a connection at three points, he makes the statement that

"...only three or four such familie joi ned with Keil s follower

why did Hendricks wish to 41 so octet* the kurors people from

the followers of Rapp? Probably the nein reason was that the Rappists

have bad a poor public imago as a result of their adherence to wisseeel

customs and odd dress. There were also innumerablo court actions in

which the lappists became embroiled as a result of their corporate

wealth. Much folklore and fiction has been woven about this group

which was not challenged until 1943 when John Russ, the trustee who

managed final settlement of the Xconomy Colony affairs, published his
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history, ailemsaLlst (B). pmts

heart of the lcoaromy **Moment as an historical

turned over a greet meny of the society's records to the Pennsylvania

Nistoricol Society. The Bconomy restoration is prospering and now has

4 resident curator, Dr. Lawrence Thurman through whom a list of the

Lueders from Iconoray was obtained. A comparieon of names an the list

of seceders from Iconamy on February 1 1832, (see Appendix 0) with

lists of signers of the Aurora 1866 agreement, and with nom= appear*

ing in the settlement paper* for the dissolution of the Aurora and

Bethel communities, substantiates the presence of some en*Barmoniots

in Aurora.

Although en* s * or

shown to helm foil 4 il, ogy remains

prosolyt*

/sing either before or at the time of the "Count Leon" incid ant for

in 1632 Zell was only 21 roars old. Purthormore, Zell could hardly

have boon gathering followers in 1832 if he didn't come to this country

until the approximate time of the 1837 Panic. This is the sort of con -

tradiction found In may of the versions

of 12 years bowie= the **cessions tree

of Zefl's Bethel community night be profitshly

It is possible that a thorough **arch of the Sett

deter fine whether Meil had any personal association

to be untangled, It hardly see= reaeonobla that

story. The gap

establishment

teed further,

ords

b the s s.
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Xnamination of the history of the Harmony Society (8) brings to

light a number of interesting parallels with Bethel and Aurora, most

obvious being the procedures that were followed in establishing a

colony. When Gears* Rapp, the Harmonist founder, decided to move his

flock from Germany to the Baited States in 1803, he selected three men

to accompany him to select a site. The first group of 300 people

arrived in Baltimore on the ship "Auroras on the 4th of July, 1804.

(This leads to speculation that there is some connection between the

Landing and the subsequent tradition of July 4th celebration in the

Aurora park to which Oregon historians make nostalgia reference.)

Temporary his were found for all but the most able mechanics

who accompanied Rapp to the Harmonic site to build the necessary

community buildings aad homes. Here the Harmony Society was formally

organized in lebruary, 1805, with a constitution providing for communi-

ty of goods and labor, a uniform style of dress and housing. It seem*

more than chance that, when Zell began his settlement in Bethel nearly

four decades later, he followed a similar pattern.

Although William Bak does not document the source of his informs..

tion, he declares that the site for Bethel was chosen by Adam Schoule,

David Waaner (both Economy **ceders as shown in Appendix B) and

Christian Presser (2). *oil and a few families, with some of the

young people, broke ground in the new settlement and others followed

as they sold their home property in either Pennsylvenia or Ohio.
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Zeil's litters (24, p.I46) identify t twa states as the *once of

histolloners: ...This las the reason for leading you free Pennsyl

vinis and Ohio to lead you oat, of the perversity of your heart."

This is also verified by the Freemen **search (11) which foun4 Ohio

and Pennsylva nia listed in Oregon census reports as birthplaces of

younger members of the Aurora community. According to Sok (3, p.263),

iufluence in Ohio included the counties of Columbiana, Stark,

Wnroe, Washington and Trumhell. Reference to * nap shows two

familiar place names in the latter county, Donald and Habbird..in

almost the sane relationship to each other as the cities by these

penes in Oregon.

Bethel, like Harmonie, had a written constitution. The basic

conduct outlined in the Bethel Constitution of August 30, 1844, was

the same in principle as that found in the Aurora agreeneet of 1866

to which the Oregon members of the colony, old and new, subscribed

until Xeil's death. Both documents appear in the Appendix.

The community established at Bethel prospered with the same Aallie

pursuits which the Rapp settlements had bean built on: a distillsrys

plat mill, sawmill, noolen mill, gee al store. One of the firs'.

buildings erected was the church where !ell preached his basic tenet:

neve one another, and in honor prefer one another." By 1855 there

were, in addition to the Bethel colony, small hamlets in the vicinity

(as in Rapp's original settlement) named Elie, where Roil lived in a
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story brick stone Maori and

it sounty the colony had a settlement called Nineveh.

of place names, especially Kell's choice of Iglim for

'Posttests that he was making a literal analogy between

own search for a "Promieed Lend". The Biblical Bethel

lent of the Book of Genesis was a holy place founded by

Bethel, Missouri, Nail built his first church. Hebron

leo names associated in the Bible with Abraham, but the

his abode in *lin. The Ilia described in the twenty-

of the fifteenth chapter of the look of Exodus was an

tended encampment for the followers of Moses in their journey to

promised lend. If Bell sew the development of his sect as a re

enactment of Undo*, as circumstantial evidence would seen to indicate,

then the migration to the Northwest was en inevitable progression.

The 'Pods* for another move into the wilderness of the Oregon Country,

when Bethel seemed to be prospering well, has been the subject of

speculation by historians of the Neil 'settlements. Most of the theories

advanced Neilse desire to perpetuate or extend his power. Tail's

letters indicate that his own intention was to relocate all of the

Bethel p 1 Many were umwilling to move and used various delaying

actions until Neil finally urged Bethel to establish an autonomous

trusteeship along the pattern outlined for Aurora...a step the Bethel

people never took.
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When the decision was made to stove westward from Missouri, XIII

again moved cautiously. °manors Adam Scheule (Economy and Bethel

veteran) was part of the scouting party that set out in 1853 to select

a site in the Oregon Country for the new venture. With Scheule in

the group from Bethel, were Joseph and Adam Knight, Michael Schaefer

John and Mans Stauffer, John Ginger and Mk. sad Mks. Christian Otesy

(14, p.19). They chose a densely timbered area on the Knape River

between Raymond and Menlo, Washington Territory. In the spring of 1855

the migration westward was underway with a smell group der the leader.

ship of Captain Peter fine departing from lethal on April 17 (1) for

the Schaefer and Oiesy claims.

The main wagon train, under Igeil's leadership, mss prepared fur

departure a little more than a month later, after delays caused by the

serious illness of eldest son, Willie. When Willie died on

May 19, the people expected another delay for the funeral, but the

word came that they would leave next day. Legend says that men worked

Lets into the night at the barrel factory to asks a barrel that would

hold the body. The body was placed in the barrel, filled with alcohol,

and according to one account (17) sealed and placed in * casket, then

mounted on a wagon that served as a hearse for the sispimonth funeral

march. The story of the alcohol filled barrel is repeated often.

There is a passage inWillias letter from Port Kearney (24, p.29)

which makes no specific mention of either barrel or casket, but Jodi*

cates that there was nothing about the wagon to suggest a hearse.
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We reached the Platte last evening. At our camp ground
is a grave, and William's wagon stands right at that
place. William is leading us, and every one keeps his
eye fined on this vehicle, but no one has ever *shed
what this wagon contained. Mao (William) is in exactly
the some condition as be was when we left Oethel. We
have not been obliged to add alcohol to preserve the
body.

Liks the liblical patriarchs of olds Dr. William tail followed

his vision of a promised land into the wilderness of the Washington

Territory. Like the ancients, too, he felt that he had sacrificed

his first born sons but be was determined that Willie's earthly

remains should rest in the promised land. in his sorrow he composed

a funeral dirge that became a tradition of Aurora Colony burials:

geLad sCi.11s. This was first sung on the Oregon

Trail .
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MAPTER II

Into the Wilderness

The Oregon Trail in 1$55 was still a rugged test of men, animals

and equipment. Indian uprisings were an additional tribulation for

settlers as well as most wagon trains that year. Not all wagon masters

could report, as Neil (24, p.34) did: "I have succeeded In bringing

all souls and all wagons across.

Toy writers on the Aurora Colony have been able to agree as to

the member of persons comprising the "all souls" in Neil's party.

Itendricks, for example, declared there were 250 in the wagon train

while Freemen points out this would mean there would have been ten

people in every wagon. The issue seems to be settled conclusively by

W's letter (24, p.29) from Fort Laramie: "We shot several buffa-

loes. Of each carcass we had to abandon half of it because one hundred

persons areunable to eat one buffalo." Tail's statement that there

were one hundred in his group indicate* that there were the average

number of persons per wagon usually found in of westward maws.

time of the period.

Details of trail experiences most often related in the stories of

Aurora Colony members seem to have been drawn exclusively from the

first part of the trip. The result has been creation of the impression

that the Xell group made the trip in absolute comfort in contrast to

the usual stories of hardship and difficulty on the Oregon Trail. Some
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of the statements made in teil's letters from the Fort Kearney and

Fort Laramie areas seem to have supplied the basis for the optimistic

conclusions concerning the trail conditions encountered by the Keil

pioneers.

Quotations from the Kearney letter (24, p.28) such as: "...The

livestock is in better condition than it was when we left...We still

have all our property. Not even a dog is missed...", gives cheer-

ful tone to the report. Accounts from Fort Laramie (24, p.28) were

equally encouraging: "...We have had a very good journey. Nen and

animals remained well. We still have everything that we started with,

except one cow that strayed away...1. The basis for the impression

that the Keil people were able to negotiate the Oregon Trail in

relative luxury is presumed to be the following sentences from the

Fort Laramie letter (24, p.29) of June 12, 1855, which appears to have

circulated more widely than others:

find all things different on the plains than had
been reported to se. In general there is more wood on
the plains than the people of Zurope usually have. One

doesn't need any crackers on the plains. I have never
lived different than I lived at home. We had our spinach

every day till we reached the Platte. From Kearney to
Laramie we had currant pies and gooseberry pies of such
quality as we have never eaten in Missouri....

The tone of these early letters is summed up in the Observation

(24, p.504.31): "The passage through the Platte and Laramie rivers is

nothing." (This was probably in early July, as the letter seems to

have been erroneously dated. The earlier letter from Kearney was
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written in late June) "It is astonishing that man at times make a

fuss about something which finally turns out to be nothing. Any dog

can run through this river."

All travelers on the Oregon Trail found that the last part was

invariably the most difficult and the long letter (24, p.32-34) Zeit

wrote from the Willapa Valley reflects the depression which settled

over the wagon train as the journey roughened:

...Many people complain that Ash Hollow is the entrance
to hell and Devil's Gate its exit. But I maintain that
Devil's Gate is the entrance...We drove during the entire
night. Oxon fell exhausted and died before we reached
the ford. Cows dropped because of fatigue. No grass, no
water was to be found anywhere. The next morning we
finally reached the Green River and found good grass and
water. We stayed a day. A few more cows died....

Many things happened between there and Fort Bell, which
I cannot describe here. Terrible mountains, very little
grass, poisoned water, loss of much livestock...A hideous
world, fearful roads, all grass poisoned, every day one
to three head of cattle dying, a killing heat, nothing
to see but the marks of death and destruction, the whole
road marked by graves and the bones of dead men. This
desert extends from Fort Ball to Grand Round Valley in
the Blue Mountains, where the seventh prince of all de-
struction has his abode. The whole desert preaches that
we are to be destroyed in it. We had to use cows to pull
our wagons and more cows than oxen died. It finally

seemed that we should not get any wagon across. The
animals that we hitched up today we had to abandon at the
campground the next night, and so it went nearly every
day....

This story of hardship on the trail parallels one experience of

other pioneers, but there was one notable exception: the freedom

from Indian attack. Relations between the Rail pioneers and the

Indians have been a subject for much conjecture, rumor and legend.
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This year was a period of tension and unrest with clashes between the

Indians and government troops common and the danger of Indian attack a

constant menace to wagon trains. Worry over Indian attacks caused

small groups to seek the protection of larger wagon trains. Zell

records a number of applications to join his (24, p.30) and observes:

...It is peculiar that all these people seek refuge with us without

even knowing us. Trains, which were stronger in men and arms than we,

have asked for admission, but I have accepted none of them." Later

(24, p.31), however, he did accept seven wagons which had been advised

not to travel farther without a stronger train. They travelled to.

gether for several days and "...We saw only two Indians, who fled

as fast as they could at the sound of the trumpet."

The explanation most frequently advanced for the freedom from

Indian attack, which allowed the ilea followers to travel the Oregon

Trail without being molested, is the theory that the Indians were

awed by a wagon train led by a dead men. This reasoning has been

repeated so often it is the accepted explanation given the inquirer

by descendants of the Aurora pioneers. If one dismisses the Indian

as an insensitive, superstitious barbarian, and if one were condi.,

boned to believe that Dr. Zell practiced less than the Golden Rule

on those who were different from himself, then this explanation might

seem satisfactory. This theory relies, further, on the assumption

that the lead wagon carrying Willie's body was recognisable to
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Indians as a hearse, an assumption open to challenge on the basis of

tail's statement that even members of the wagon train were not aware

of its cargo.

The evidence of tail's own words: that 100 wras a Christian who

refused to practice racial discrimination and accepted any men as his

brother, seems to be a more convincing reason for the peaceful relit»

trans with the Indians encountered. The usual attitude of pioneers was

one of "shoot on sight" or the belief that "the only good Indian is a

dead Indian". The contrast with this attitude is moot vivid in tail's

description (24, p.3243) of his acceptance of the Indian as a human

being:

...We had to ford the Green River. An Indian came to
our camp in the evening. Be was very nice. I had some
food cooked for him, and also gave him some for his
children at home. He gave signs of gratitude, went be-
hind a wagon and knelt down and prayed. Then he mounted
his pony and rode away.

We next camped in the mountains at lime's Fork. In
the evening seven /Miami came to our camp. It was a
father with his grown sons. I had a meal prepared for
them and joined them at the table. Such solemnity as
this father and his children showed at the meal, and
such appreciation of the gift of God, I have never found
in any other father. He told his sons not to eat every -
thing, but also should think of the little ones at home
and take some of the good thiegs to then... CC gave him
for his family of everything they had eaten. In
tion Aurora gave him her blanket. I gave the old man
an oxbow for making a bow, because one could not get
such wood out there. All this aroused such pleasure
that one could read the love and gratitude in their
faces. At his departure I told him he should come to
breakfast on the next morning and bring all his friends
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with him. Instead of seven, twenty-five came at
daybreak and brought the oxen that had strayed into
the mountains to our camp. They came as one is
accustomed to come to great days of celebration.
They bad painted their faces and were dressed in
their best garments. I fed than all and they were
united with us in a common bond.

Perhaps this evidence of goodwill was flashed ahead by an Indian

communications system, for all the contacts seem to have been uniformly

friendly (24, p.34):

...Many a time I have been surrounded by fifty to
sixty Indiana. I gave them tobacco which pleased them
greatly. Our little children ran ahead of the wagon
train into the midst of the Indians. They gave the
Indian children bread and ell sorts of other things,
which pleased the old Indians very much. We came to
places where there were so many Indians that we could
not count then. The smallest children, including
Samuel, ran among the Indians as if they were at home.
The Indians gave very rich prevents of beads to our
little girls. to short, my only happiness on the
plains were the meetings with the Indians.

Such behavior on the part of the young would seem to indicate

that tills dictum of love and lack of fear or of prejudice was wall

instilled in the children. The friendly Indian attitude continued and

in Oregon the Rail party camped among the "Cajeses" the better part of

a week in the Grand Sound Valley before crossing the Slue Mountains.

Keil was on such friendly terms with the four Indian chiefs that

they presented each of his four sons with horses (24, p.35):

"Camaspallo, the head chief, called my ?rite the little German chief,

and gave him his own pony as a present..." Again in the Umatilla

Valley the Rail train camped among the Indians (24, p.35), who this
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time brought the newcomers gifts of potatoes, peas and onions. "...It

was incomprehensible to the three Americans, who were in our train,

that the Indians loved as so well, as if I belonged to them."

News of war between the Americans and the Yakima Indians north of

the Columbia liver reached Mail as he approached The Dallas and when

his group camped near the Deschutes liver the ferrymen and several

settlers came to Bail (24, p.36) seeking protection.

...Also some Indians from Grand Mound Valley arrived
who drove cattle to The Dallas. When they saw me
again, they were very much pleased. I gave them food
and a teat for their night's rest. The Americans ware
very much annoyed at that, for their constant talk'was
that all Indians ought to be shot. I make no dis-
tinction among people. I considered it my duty to
treat Indians just Am well as I had treated Americans.
Maytag said that, they remained quiet.

This was not the end of the matter, however, for it seems that

Americans were just as unwilling to grant the Indian equal status one

hundred years ago as soma Americans are to integrate the Negro into

their society today. At The Dallas Mail found everyone in a great

stir, with troops on the move here and there and the American comp

sander preparing for an imminent Indian attack. WI decided to send

the young men with the livestock to the Washington Territory by way of

the pack trail, because there were only two boats that went as far as

Cascades and they were kept busy moving troops for an expected Indian

attack on The Dallas. The Zell party set up their tents near the steam-

boat landing and, after a few days, arrangements were made for one of

the boats to transport the baggage and the remainder of the people.
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Just as the group was ready to sail, Keil was arrested on charges

of making derogatory remarks about the American people in the presence

of Indians. earl Rugs, the school teacher, remained with Keil to aid

in his dafease at the trial while the rest of the wagon train, Luau&

ing Kell's wife and children, continued by boat to the Cascades.

The charges against Keil had been brought by two of the Americans

he had befriended and taken into his train near Fort Laramie. They had

found employuent with the Indian agent for The Dallas. The accusations

were based on Kell 's association with the Cayuss Indians whose chief,

Camaspallo Ullman, bad ridden after Keil for some eighty miles trying

to induce him to stay with the tribe and make his been with them. The

motives which prompted the charges can hardly be gummed, with only

tail's side of the story as a basis. Perhaps the Americans had a

grievance and took this means of "getting even" with Keil. Perhaps

this looked like a good way to find favor with their new employer, the

Wien agent. Vhatever the motives, the situation nearly proved die.

estrous for the instigators.

According to tell'a version of the trial (24, p.3940), Karl Rugs,

the schoolmaster, gave character testimony and than Keil was allowed

to speak in his own defense:

Gentlemen, I stand here in your midst like a child,
not knowing what to say about all this. It is known
to all y fellow citisens of the whole Union how
dangerous it has been for the emigrants to cross the
plains during this year, because of the unrest of the
Indians. Once on the road there remained no other
means for me to protect my family and all those that
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were in my train than to deal in * peaceful and
friendly way with the Indians, whoa we chanced to
meet on the way. If I have now succeeded in brings,
ins sky Wain through thousands of Indians, in spite
of all hindrances and adverse advice, bring it
happily to this place by friendly and pacific die.,
position alone, and if I ea now to be punished for
succeeding in doing this, then I am ready to accept
my punishment.

Neil was then allowed to question his accusers and he asked the

if he had not eared for them as he did for his own children. When they

admitted that Neil treated them better then any man had, the citisenry

present at the trial became enraged. A flood of offers to testify in

Hail's behalf forced the Justice of the Peace to exonerate hi*. The

accusers became the butt of such derision that they made a hurried

getaway to escape what threatened to become nob violence.

Zeil's success in his trial, like his success with the Indians

and with his own followers, seems to have been a triumph of personality

and of his considerable power of persuasion. The fact that Zeit was

brought to trial for his sympathetic treatment of the Indians is indica-

tive of the suspicion aroused by his personal application of the cow,

cept of brotherly love. Even though the pioneer.' survival often

depended upon cooperative effort end sharing of available shelter end

food supplies, thee. people seemed to regard Isti's inclusion of the

Indian on an equal basis as subversive. They did not understand

&kills behavior. He seemed a "dangerous outsider", so they reacted

in a typical attempt at persecution through the law. After Or. Neil's

acquittal, he and the schoolmaster, Hari Rugs, took the first stealer

boat passage available to rejoin their people at Cascades and continue
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the journey.

An arduous trip overland from the Columbia river to Shaalweter

(now Willapa) Day and a dangerous voyage in small boats on the happy

water made rather harrowing climax to the long Journey from Bethel to

the promised land. To William Zell, the last straw was his first sight

of the land his agents bad selected. Me climbed a knoll to survey

the claims (see picture in Appendix) and at once declared the area map

fit for a community enterprise. Bis tongue.laahing of the devoted

Christian Giesy alienated some of isil's supporters on the spot. The

bitterness brought about by this disagreement over the selected site

probably explains why little has been said in the past about the °rigb .

nut destination of Bail's party or reasons for moving the group to

Oregon. This disagreement between Tail and his major apostle is not

in character with the amicable relations emphasized in discussions of

the group. In view of Mil's theological attitude, he probably inter-

preted Christian Gisses subsequent drowning in Shoalveter Bay as reii

tribution and an indication that his own judgment an the area was

correct. It is certainly clear that Wail remained firm in his original

rejection of the Willapa site in spite of Giesy's strongest persuasion.

On the Willapa the wilderness was too nearly omnipresent as Tail

described it in his letter (24, p.144) to his Missouri "Brothers

and Sisters":
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The existing pieces of prairie were created by forest
fires in former days. They are densely overgrown with
ferns and some grass grows between them. In the forests

no trace of grass is to be found, because the earth is

covered with three to four feet of an impenetrable pri-
mordial substance, consisting of broken down giant trees,
mosses, parasitical plants and underbrush, so that it is

absolutely impossible for man or beast to press through
the forest...such forests are everywhere in the whole
territory and all prairies are surrounded by such

forests....

Ttie economic analysis which Keil made of the Knape site in this

same letter (24, p.144.145) demonstrates the shrewd judgment which

eventually dictated the move to the Aurora area. With no little irony

Pal assessed the possibilities for survival on the Willapa site his

emissaries had selected:

Onadoesnst need to feed the livestock here during the

winter. Reason: Because there is no fodder...every.
thing that is planted grows here in abundance. But no

one knows what he is to do with the crops. For in the

first place there is no market for these things, in
the second place there is no prospect for such a market,
in the third place all the articles one needs are too
far distant and too expensive, and there is no way to
earn the means of existence...the whole Willapa Valley

could not pay for the expenses, which would be connected
with the construction of a mill there...I could grind
in eight days all the wheat they could grow here, and
the mill would stand idle the rest of the year...it
would be impossible for us to raise the material for

our clothiuu. There are no sheep here...importation...
is difficult...there would be no feed for them...
neither could there be any tanneries for the hides
would have to be imported...a distillery could dispose
of its goods among the few oyster - fishers who live by

the bay.

The Willapa Valley has changed very little since Keil wrote, "The

Valley is very much locked in...This is enough of Washington Territory."

The photographs in Appendix taken July, 1962, on the Edward Buell farm
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elder Schwader lives, in the evening by lamp light, the little boys

played the air of the song: Wie sal; Itch pick emp aver.("Now shall

I receive the ? "). The funeral march was at an end but the search

for a new beginning for this communal society continued.
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Laud of Milk and sy

Although the iillspa area turned out to be a disappo

douses, William Boil, lime Hoses, persisted iss his search. Boil

rood his attention south to Oregon. Perhaps comparerd the Columbia

ver to the Jordan of his Bible and sow Wont Hood as his Nebo. The

t he selected is twentrfivo miles south of Portland end even

closer to the successful communities of that period: Champoes and

Oregon City. The area is still a flourishing agricultural center

spite of its proximity to major population centers of the state.

A ,sill had already been built on the site when Bell bought it in

1856. The existence of the mill is said to be the moos that t

colony yes origi nally known as Aurora Mills. "Aurora

(*ported to have been taken from ksilc * daughter's name. In any castle,

it seems an appropriate choice because of its literal moaning: "new

ginning or rebirth ". This was, in essence, the purpose of the

ommunity. It is interesting to speculate that Boil may have been

influenced in choosing the spot by the fact that, in addition to the

mill, there were also established orchards already producing quality

fruit. Mire loss the prowisid laud of Deuteronomy 6:10,".. ,to give

thee greet and goodly cities, which thou buildest not, and houses

full of all good things, which thou ft/144st not, and yells dialed,
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which thou diggedst not, vineyards and olive tress, which thou

plantedst not...?!

The physical description of the promised land, in Deuteronomy

8:74, has much in common with the Oregon area to which Keil brought

many of his followers: "For the Lord thy God bringest thee into

good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and depths that

spring out of valleys and hills; a land of wheat and barley, and

vines, and fig trees, and pomegranates; a land of oil olive, and

honey, a land wherein thou shalt eat bread without scarceness...."

In addition to the Biblical basis, there is indication that

practical economic considerations entered into the choice of the

Aurora site. At this period of development in the United States the

German communities in general seemed to follow much the same pattern

in selecting settlement sites. At this time the Germans were most

likely to select a partially tamed spot where some of the amenities

were already provided (38) rather than attempt to subdue the untouched

wilderness as front line pioneers. They were also on the alert to

locate conveniently near population centers that would provide both

a market for their surplus and a source of supply for those things

the colonists could not grow or manufacture; for Aurora these centers

included Oregon City, Portland, Salem, and Champoeg. Gently rolling,

partly timbered terrain, that would supply the raw material for the

lumbar mill as the land was cleared for farming, and a waterway
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for transportation and communication were all assets considered in

the selection of Aurora.

Despite the heavy expenses incurred by the migration, and the

subsequent purchase of claims in the Willapa, Washington, area where

Dail left as many of his people as he felt could *canonically survive

there, the group was able to purchase 480 acres of land in the Aurora

area. This original investment (119 p.3) was valued on the Karim

County, Oregon, assessment roll for 1856 at $3,200. In the space of

fourteen years this investment was built into a landholding of nearly

19.500 acres which on the 1870 census rolls had a value as farms alone

of nearly $300,000. While farm crops ranging free tobacco (450 lbs.

in 1865) and wool (500 lbs.) to hops, apples and boemos formed the

cornerstone of the colony economy, there was i broad representation

of skills to provide manufactured products that not only net colony

needs but provided additional income. Tha 1870 census lists colony

occupations ss varied as wagon maker. tailor, blacksmith, shommiker,

wbeelwright, spinner. weaver, harnesemeker. carpenter and plasterer.

I* assessing the Willer* country Sail had been discouraged over

its lack of opportunity for lumber and flour mills to do business.

In 1860 an Aurora sawmill was already employing two sou to Produce

assn 100,000 feet of lumbar valued at $2,000 and the flour mill

produced 1400 barrels of flour valued at 98400. *y 1870 theirs was a

wagon shop producing more plows than wagons, and also a wootion factory.
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Frey an initial band of 300 sheep (11) the colony now had a raw wool

production from 1432 sheep to supply the factory. lhe woolen factory

represented * $2,000 investment omploying two arm amd one WOMB to

produce blankets, flannel and yarn valued at approximately $2,500.

Students of the Aurora Colony hays been confused by such a seeming

comtradiction as a community that numbered only 112 in the census

report of 1810 (counting every am, women and child) yet it produced

nearly $46,000 worth of goods. The confusion *riles from a variance

of opinion on the subject of the number of people in the Aurora Colony

and how many were added in the various migrations. Instead of the

112 shown on census and to rolls, Wiendricks (14) asserts that there

were at least 450 people in Aurora at this time. This figure is based

on estimates mod* of the number of people composing the various early

migrations. 20o factors producing confusion for the current researcher

may be pointed out. Ome is the fact that not all the peoplo who came

in the various migrations settled in Aurora; even some of thews in

the original Keil wagon train stayed in Willepa, Washington. Later

settlements by Iteil followers were made outside the community limits

of Aurora and even outside Marion County. Many of the settlers who

arrived in later trains were sent directly to Oregon's Clackamas,

Washington, and Tamhill Counties to asks their hones. Secondly. not

all the inhabitants of Aurora nor members of the various migrations

weft actual members of the communal society; in fact some of thaw most

closely associated with the story of Aurora were in this category.
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A case in point is the family name most often mentioned in con-

nection with the musical side of Aurora, Conrad ?Lack. Finck's son,

Henry, became the first Oregonian to qualify for Harvard and later be-

came a famous music critic in the East. The elder Finch was Aurora's

music maestro, as he had been earlier in Bethel. At Bethel Conrad Pinch

had also served as apothecary, postmaster and, most surprising, as Ken's

alter ego in the days of westward migration. Although deeply involved

in both communities, Finch was never a member of the communal society.

In Aurora Pinch owned private land about a mil, from the center of town,

a mature apple orchard which provided his family with income. So far

as can be learned from records, and the statements in Henry T. Heck's

biography (9), none of the c-op, nor income from the Finek orchards,

found its way into the Aurora community funds. Conrad Flack did con-

tribute his personal services, however, to the musical life of the cow

=unity and is considered responsible for its fins bands and other music

organisations. In return for his services to the community, Finckis

children benefited from the teaching of the university-trained men in

the community. There is indication of a serious break between Finck,

the elder, and Dr. Keil in the early 1870's around the time that Henry

T. Fine() the son, left for Harvard. Perhaps there was some connection

between Henry's desire for broader horizons and the family's removal to

Portland from Aurora. There is also another unexplained item in the

Aurora papaws which indicates that Mick, Senior, made two sales of

property to Dr. Keil during the 1860's, although he didn't leave the

colony until after 1872.
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',commis success does not soma fair criterion to use in judge

ing the Aurora Colony even though the colony prospered under the leader.

ship of Keil. Nenetary gain was not the primary comers of the indi.

viduals involved, if their own statement can be considered a reliable

index of their eine. In the late sixties the Aurora trustees dis-

patched a latter (24, p.148) to their "Brothers and Sisters in the

Bethel Community" in which they urged that segment of the commune to

draw an agreement similar to the Aurora 1866 agreement. This letter

indicates that the basic aim of the influential members of the Aurora

group was for a congenial and peaceful society free of the jealousy IMP,

gendered by private property. This sin is stated in the salutation:

You even, dear brothers, and all of you who have re.
seined true to the pure teaching of Christ: It is
veil known to you that at the founding of our COMP
ousel fellowship it were not so such the purpose of
amassing material goods, but rather the procuring
end unispdrsd enjoyment of such treasures which
asks possible the Kingdom of God on birth. You
know, moreover, that under the guidance of our
faithful leader and butcher, in spite of all tribe.
Litton and afflictioa, we have lived a unique,
peaceful life that was pleasing in the sight of
God.

The problems involved in a rededication to the principles of the

society (24* p.149.130) were pointed out in the sane letters

...A considerable part of the joint property may be
required to satisfy the claims of these who de not
desire to join the society reorganised on such
basis. Great sacrifice also had to be made by our
brother Roil here in Aurora to satisfy the demised.
of members who severed their connections with the
society. But the greatest sacrifices are preferable
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to seeing the life and prosperity of the whole
community endangered by the unreasonable demands of the
seceding members.

This unfortunate possibility has been cared for
for all tine by the Constitution, and we, your brothers,
the undersigned elders and members of the Aurora con-
=unity, who have subscribed their names, assure you
that we are very well satisfied with the practical
results of our new constitution....

The practical seems to have been a major concern of Zeil as will

as the elders: the practical application of religion to the everyday

life of the individual rather than the assignment of religion to one

day, one time, one place. The evidence seems to indicate that Zeil

conducted church services on alternate Sundays rather than every Sunday

and, condoned what has been called the German Sunday observance: that

is, the use of the Sunday holiday as a day of relaxation, with perhaps

a picnic in the park with band music and singing. There was a regu-

ler Wednesday night church service, however, and Xeil seems to have

been in the habit of supplying sermons when needed in daily life:

admonishing, encouraging and counseling. The Colony boasted that it

had no crime, no prison, no paupers. Xeil supplied whatever discipline

his people needed and they seen to have accepted his Judgment quite

gracefully.

Exactly what inspired the personal devotion of William WV.

followers can be defined only on the basis of surviving evidence.

Itch that has been repeated about Neil seems to be based entirely on

hearsay such as the assertion that Keil announced himself as divine
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and declared that he would be spectacularly sacrificed for his people.

Although none of Keil's sermons are known to be extant, there are

some allusions in his letters which may have provided a basis for such

stories.

Statements made by Roil in his letters indicate that he believed

himself a divinely inspired leader, a Moses for his generation, that

his mission in life was leadership and this sense of mission seems to

be the magnet with which he attracted and held his people. Several

statements Veil made neer the close of his lengthy 1855 letter

(24, p.146-147) from Willapa seem to express this Mosaic self-

conception in his own words:

...the reason for leading you from Pennsylvania and

Ohio was to lead you out of the perversity of your
heart. That was the reason that Moses had to lead
the children of Israel through the desert because
they had not obeyed the voice of the Lord, in order
that each one might be led to the place decreed for
him by Providence. But Moses was a very plagued man
for their sake, as I am among you...But no reproaches.
God has called us in peace. He is reconciled. You

area poor unbelieving people without me. If I had
not taken upon myself the reproaches of the devil,
that rested upon you, than you would have succumbed
on the day of judgement. But now you have as man who
has deprived the spirit of evil of his power and you
can return once more to the place of peace for I have
led a part of your young men through the desert...It
would be a good thing if all young men and women in
Bethel were thus guided through all the vicissitudes
of life as those who are with us at present have
learned to know Jesus Christ in truth.
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Where a strong leader assumes the roles of both religious mud

temporal authority he is likely to be charged, by both outsiders and

some followers* as motivated by a selfish desire for personal

agrandixement and power. As might be expected, there are statements of

this nature about Keil made by various people at various times. There

*remise inferences and straightforward claims that Kail was an auto-

cratic, uneduceted boor and even such scholars as William Bek seem

to be self-contradictory. Bek, for example, in an article (3, p.260)

written in 1909, conveys the idea that Dr. Keil lacked education on

the basis of the letters he had secured from Jacob G. Miller of Aurora.

Most of these letters, Bek says, "were written by his secretary

(Karl Rugs) a college bred man, and are in fairly good style. The

ones which, according to Zeil's own statement, ware written by him -

self are wretched illustrations of letter writing and show a most

imperfect knowledge of his own language." These are the same letters

Bek translated and which are quoted from in this paper. The trans..

lations were published by the Missouri Historical Society nearly

forty years after ]leek's derogatory remarks. There is no indication

that the letters were significantly edited in translation. They do

not seen to be the work of an unlettered man.

Many writers have repeated Charles Nordhoff's evaluation (27)

of the people who constituted Ken's Aurora Colony as simple peasants.

They have failed to note that, in his concluding summation of cow

munistic societies in the United States, Nordhoff admitted that
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he was probably making a somewhat supercilious comparison. He recog-

nised his tendency to use the better class urban standards of the east

as his norm rather than comparing the Aurora colonist and his life to

that of the typical neighboring farmer in Oregon. The same belittling

of the education of &al and the colonists also fails to note the

statement (3, p.269) made by Bak in 1909: "After deliberate, impartial

and unbiased examination I am prepared to gainsay the statement that

the Colony consisted of ignorant men only."

If Dr. Zen was as indifferent and even hostile to education as

Nordhoff (27, p.317) implied, it would be hard to explain why he would

have gone to the expense and trouble of making provision for "the

little red school house of the plains" described (14, p.89) by

Hendricks. For the trip from Bethel, the group had devised a portable

classroom consisting of a light weight, red tent and folding furnish-

ings which could be set up quickly and easily at each camping spot and

the schooling of the children continued on the trail. Nordhoff, among

others, noted that in Aurora there was a common or free school where

reading, writing and arithmetic were taught all the year round:

"which is not the case generally with country schools." Signatures

to the Aurora Constitution of 1866 indicate that there was a high

degree of literacy even among the older members of the colony. There

are very few "marks"; those which do appear are for women. This was

not uncommon at the time. An education was not considered necessary

for girls.
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colony, there appear to be a

a heirlooms. Kordhoff claimed

that no accounts were kept, yet the ledger of the Aurora Hotel is in

the microfilm collection of the Oregon Historical Society. Records of

amounts contributed by various members at the time Bethel was founded

formed the basis for distribution of property when the commune was

legally terminated, and these records forma part of the microfilmed

documents preserved in the Oregon Archives. In addition, contrary

to statements that Rail made no accounting of the use of colony funds

to the members, there seems to be evidence that Rail was in the habit

of reporting financial matters to his people in the letter (24, p.145)

written from Willapa. Heil detailed money transactions involved in

the movement of the wagon train from Sethel to Washington Territory:

...TO bring the families by boat from the Dales cost
nearly $740, exclusive of what the young men expended
in bringing the cattle over the pack trail. Christ

owed more than $1000 for boats, claims, store articles
and other things, which I paid...Though Ishould have
liked to save the expense, I found myself obliged to
buy the two claims at Crockett's Landing, which have
a real value as the home of a few families. /his was

in waakington-4 I have also bought two adjoining
claims on the same prairie from some Americans for
$100 and a mule. I intend to tuna, this valley over
to Michael Schaefer and Christ Giesy and as many of

their relatives as may be able to make a living here....

Since there is a dollars and cents valuation of not only the

land but also of the productivity of the colony to be found on the

tax rolls of Marion County it seems reasonable to believe that
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records were kept. These German people were regarded as notably

thrifty by nature. Cmo of the most often repeated stories about the

thrifty practices of Keil and his people is that of how they bought

apples from farmers for one dollar a bushel and saved the parings to

make vinegar which they sold back to the same farmers for a dollar

end a half a gallon. The Aurora people were anxious to stay on the

right side of the law, consequently they were not likely to deal in

guesses and estimates, especially where taxation of community re-

sources was involved.

Aurorane concern for the keeping of accounts is further demon.

strafed in the Aurora Agreement of 1866 (Appendix B) which directed

the trustees to keep accounts. This same document indicates the

corporate concern for education since it guaranteed the individual

would not be taxed to support the school or church.

No doubt one reason for the impression that Dr. Keil and some

of his associates were not too well educated might be some corre.

spondence which survives, for example, a letter in the Oregon

Historical Society's manuscript collection dated 1876 and written to

Judge M. P. Deady. This um letter is also probably responsible for

some of the statements about Xeil's autocratic attitude (e.g. the

title "ling Keil" attributed to hire in the Dictionary of Oregon

History). The letter, written on the business stationery of
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"P. Zeit and Co., dealers in Dry Goods, Clothing, Boots and Shoes,

Hats, Hardware, Groceries, Notions, Etc., Etc." states:

Regarding of Holding a Sabath Scholl Pick Nick in
my Park and in Reply Will State that You are
Welcome to it Yrs. and will be pleased to Meet
You With them...

Several factors seem to indicate that this letter was written by

someone other than Dr. Emil: Letters that were undisputedly written by

Xeil were written in Carmen rather than in English as this is. Hell's

signature on such letters and on legal papers of record appears as

"William Keil", no title preceding and no abbreviation of his given

name, while the signature on the Deady letter is "Dr. Wm. Heil ".

Moreover, the notation "for W-" appears to be written under the

signature to this letter. If the letter was written by someone else

the use of the phrase "my park" could just as well reflect the attitude

in the writer's mind toward that facility rather than Keil's own words,

therefore the validity of this letter as proof of Keil's paternalism

seems open to question. It seems probable that members of the com-

munity might regard the park as either "my park" or "Dr. Keil's park"

depending on whether they were full-fledged economic members of the

commune or private land-owners.

Simple peasants with a minimum of education could hardly have

written or understood the so-called Bethel Constitution of 1844 or

the Aurora Agreement of 1866, but the text of these documents, as

given in Handrick's work (see Appendix C and D to this paper) is
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fairly well authenticated in the legal proceedings that accompanied

the 1881 dissolution of the two communities. The Bethel agreement

was not well known among the Aurora people, probably because it seems

to have been drawn specifically to cover the problems involved in the

first three years required to establish the colony and its economy.

The spelling out of the exact terms upon which a disgruntled member

might withdraw seems to have been prompted by some earlier experi-

ence with the problem:

Should a brother who has brought property in leave
us, than one- fourth of this will be refunded to
him, and within three years the other three - fourths,
that is in every year one- fourth, without interest.
The house or land is left to the society with all
its belongings; the same with the craftsmen in
town.

This provision obviously made necessary the keeping of the

records in tba so- called "Bethel Book" which played such an important

part in the eventual settlement of the commune's affairs.

A misinterpretation, perhaps, or ae superficial reading of the

Bethel agreement may also be the basis for the recurring statements

that Aurora was locally referred to as "bachillortown" and that

Dr. Bell preached against marriage. Under the Bethel agreement a

single man, who married during the first three years while the cower

munity was being established, could not make a claim for a house or

land until all those who already bed families were taken care of..-

a circumstance which probably caused postponement of marriage and

a certain dissatisfaction among the young people. The same provision
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also forbade marriage with any who did not share the community belief,

though persons of the outside world who would become converts were

not included Lathe ban. This was quite different from a celibate

society such as evolved in the later days of the Rapp group at

Economy. it is possible that some of the statements made about Aurora

on this score were made on the basis of the Rappist background of

some of the colonists, with outsiders drawing loose conclusions by

association. It is true, however, that unattached young men and

the older bachelors were lodged together in the Keil home and boarded

at the Keil table.

The Aurora Agreement was a more involved document which sought

to define precisely the obligations of the trustees who were charged

with the management of community affairs and to enumerate the obliga-

tions, benefits and rights of the individual members. Although

couched in the approved legal jargon of "whereas" and "do covenant",

the entire document which can be copied in less than five typewritten

pages, quite simply and directly provided for all considerations. The

document began with the qualifications for membership, enjoined mature

contemplation of the consequences before accepting the regulations and

principles by signing, and detailed all the social concerns including

"old age" and "survivor's" benefits. The framework for perpetuation

of the "community or cooperative association at Aurora Mills" was

provided in the agreement. Until this time title to most of the land

and capital of the group, as well as the tax liability for all, was
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vested in Dr. Keil. In this agreement Keil relinquished his control

over everything except two dwellings and the pair of mules that

pulled Willie's hearse across the Oregon Trail and had, more recently,

supplied the motive power for the children's merrmos.round in the

Aurora park. The people of the comet nit r had reservations about

accepting life under the more democratic trustee system the agreement

established. Many expressed their objection to continuing in the

commune. without Dr. Kailes leadership, by such prefaces as "under

Dr. Keil only" to their signature*. This is probably the reason that

Keil continued to be the actual head of the group until his death on

December 30, 1877. This was also the baste of the move to divide the

assets of the commune among the individual sobers as soon as rail was

buried.

Further proof of the legal and economic capabilities of fail and

his advisers might be cited in the plan submitted by Keil, Samuel

Miller and John Giesy in an open letter (24) to the Bethel community

written in the late 1860.s. In the letter a plan was outlined for

the orderly legal procedure by which the group could be re*orgenised

as independent, free of Ken's control. There is no indication of

the source of the legal procedures outlined but comprehension of the

plan seems to call for more than a basic education.

The letter (24, p.130) cannily points out that the only impediment

to the prompt reunion of the entire Bethel community with their brothers

in Aurora was the abandonment of principle which made individuals in
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Bethel exert proprietary rights over property to which they had be-

come attached. The activity of private enterprise was supplanting the

original commune idealism: "We all wish fervently that you might all

be reunited with us and the sooner the better. But how is this possi-

ble when one sells his property, another rents his estate to another

party, or still another bequeaths it to his children?"

Both the Bethel and Aurora agreements repeated the concern for

the care of each individual in the community in time of need and with-

out concern either for how much he had contributed or for how long.

The basic principle went further than care for each other, however,

for it also provided that the community should "do good and distribute"

as their religion prescribed. The Aurora agreement in article five

specifies "that all sick, disabled or indigent persons outside the

community, who ask and receive our assistance, shall be relieved as

far as the means of our community can afford it."

Hospitality is still graciously extended to the stranger by the

sons and daughters and grandchildren of these people who covenanted

together for their general welfare. They still cook and serve cherish-

ed old German recipes. They seem to be farmers, craftsmen and small

business people of simple taste. Ivan in the older generation,

however, one soon finds many who have been to or through "the Univers..

ity". They do not seem to have any brittle veneer of sophistication

nor patronising attitude toward those who have not shared their
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experience. They seem, rather, to radiate a quiet confidence and to

find pleasure in the ordinary facets of their lives -an unusual

legacy in the hectic atmosphere of this century, and one many urban

families might covet.
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CNAPTER IV

Vision

Aside from its emphasis on consideration for others, as admonished

in the New Testament, and its unusual acceptance of private enterprise

in the midst of a communal society, there is little to suggest that

life in the Aurora Colony was unduly restricted or governed by peculi

*lilies. Family life was provided for, each family having its own

house or *pennant and as adjoining garden spot where flowers and a

few vegetables were cultivated. The community vegetable garden sup-

plied the larger, space consuming crops, and the well* tended orchards

and vineyards provided the fruits. Small family enterprises like the

keeping of a few hives of bees to provide a little outside income

wars accepted.

Aurora had fewer restriction* on pleasures than other religious-

ly oriented colonies of the time. The economic records of the colony

production show that there was a fair crop of tobacco grown and

there are still stories current about the unusual pipes smoked by

men like Karl Ruse, the schoolmaster, who is said to have used a

pipestem three feet long. Hops figured in the crops grown early in

the colony history and 'Coil makes mention of enjoying "his best brandy"

with an army officer at the Belles. Bethel had a distillery as a

community enterprise, but it is not mentioned as an Aurora project.

There is no indication, however, that there was any prohibition on

drinking in Aurora.
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In Oregon, Aurora's local fame rested on the excellence of its

music and food. Music was an integral part of the Aurora life and,

while all the musics' groups were excellent, the brass band was the

most popular. The Aurora band was active as early as 1857, when it

played at the Butteville celebration of the 4th of July. In 1858 the

band numbered thirty-five pieces and was hired to play for the Old

Settlers' Ball in Oregon City. The band was already making such

appearances in Oregon although the man credited with developing

Aurora musicians, Carl Pluck, was still in Bethel. When Ben Holladay,

early-day-Oregon tycoon, arranged an excursion to interest California

banking groups in the Northwest he hired the Aurora band to entertain

aboard ship. The band was also a feature of the graduation exer-

cises at Philometh College.

Music lovers that they were, even Dr. Keil mentions playing the

harmonica; the Aurorans also enjoyed dancing, and Dr. Neil is reported

to have partiiipated in order to include even the young children in

the fun. There were classical music lovers in the community who per-

formed ou various stringed instruments and attempted the now familiar

music of the German masters. Several people in the community composed

music, including Dr. Keil, and there was even an official Aurora song.

allay hours went into the laborious hand copying of musical notes, as

a few surviving notebooks from colony attics testify.
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As might be expected, much of the Aurora - composed music was

religious music. When the Aurora church was built, it was provided

with a balcony from which the Aurora musical groups could perform.

The church, according to a history of Aurora which appeared in the

Champoest Pioneer (11) in 1956, was erected in 1864 and finished for

dedication in 1867. The church bell was cast in the East in 1844 and

came by ship around the Born. The church is said to have served as a

gathering place for town meetings as well as for the non-denomination-

al services at which Heil presided. It was wrecked in 1911-1912,

some five years after Evil's own home burned down.

Another Aurora landmark, the Aurora Motel, favorite stopping

place for epicures who travelled the railroad or who came on ex-

cursions from Portland, was also raved- -but not until 1934. Before

the hotel was built Keil's home, known as Das Grosse Maus served the

community to entertain visitors. The Heil dining table, which has

been restored for use in the Old Colony House Restoration, is of

such massive proportions as to suggest that no loss than 30 persons

were expected to dine at it regularly. This practical reason, in

addition to the people's expression of regard, seems to explain the

reservation of larger and choicer cuts of meat and the best quality

of food products for the Heil table.

The Aurora reputation for fine food and the agricultural

basis of the community combined to involve Aurora with the earliest

history of the Oregon State Fair. Dr. Veil was one of the patrons
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of the very first such fair, which was held in the war year of 1861 on

a site two miles south of Oregon City. Among the premiums awarded

that September was one to Dr. William Keil in Class II, "Miscellano.

ous: tquestrianism, Music, Mosey." It might be assumed that the

entry had something to do with music; perhaps it was the entire Aurora

band! Premiums at thts first fair were: three large silver medals,

four medium and one small; eight plates, and $65 in cash. The fair

charged a dollar for membership.

when the state fair moved to its own land in Salem and became a

state institution, the Aurora Colony became an integral part of the

fair with a food concession which patrons looked forward to as much

as the colony members. Providing the labor for the Justly famous

food service at the fair was a privilege rotated among the members of

the Colony. In time the Colony had its own building on the fair

grounds which was equipped for most efficient operation and this food

center continued to be operated by people from Aurora long after the

original colony VOA Just a pleasant memory.

It is more difficult to pinpoint the influence the Keil colony

of Germans may have had on the politics and social thinking of the

rest of Oregon. Contacts the colony had with people from the rest

of the state, through their part in the state fair and their ectivi

ties with musical groups, may well have had a subtle influence that

has not been specifically recognised. The rationalist movement,
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which got its stimulus in Germany from Hegel, influenced not only the

religious life in the United States but through the German immigrant

"free thinkers" this influence spread through American political and

social thought. Today the origins are forgotten and the concepts are

accepted as basically American. The German rationalist movement is

pointed out by Carl Wittke in his book, We Wh9 Suikt)Americai (38)

as the motivation for the wave of independent congregations which,

like the Aurora Colony led by William Roil, broke with organised

religion. Political, economic and religious liberalism generally

tended to combine with radicalism, according to Wittke. Some of the

ideas expressed by tail no doubt seemed radical to those of New Itngi.

land background who were neighbors of the Aurora Colony in Oregon.

By 1854 the German "free- thinkers" had spread their influence

across America and in many states were holding conventions by this

time. Some of the ideas embraced by these Germans seem to have been

held by Aurora colonists but formal statement of them never seems to

have been made. Resolutions presented at a national convention of

Germans in 1876 (the year before Mil's death) included denounce-

ment of blue laws which interfered with observance of the "Gorman

"Sunday" (observed in Aurora), favoring humanitarian and political

reform, opposing prayers and Bibld reading in the schools and such

holidays as Thanksgiving Day (Aurora had Its own holidays like Dr.

Rail's birthday). They proposed free schools, free trade and new

political devices like the initiative, referendum and recall.
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Considering the fact that Oregon became nationally recognised

for its adoption and use of the progressive ideas of initiative,

referendum and recall in the early twentieth century, it would ma

reasonable to assume that soma influence, such as that of a community

of Germans, might have created a climate favorable to the introduction

of progressive ideas. The available evidence, however* seem to indi-

cate that the Germans of Aurora followed Dr. XeLl's lead in accepting

the status quo rather than advocating any political reform. Wherever

there seemed to be indications that they held a minority opinion, or

were the support of one cause or another night provoke recriminip.

tions, they seem to have resorted to neutral attitudes.

In the Civil war era Germans in general tended to support the

Union Cause. In Missouri the German element in the population is

credited with holding Missouri in the Union by raising four German

infantry regiments* an artillery regiment and a home guard for the

ten*month conflict there in 1861.

There seems to have been a merited difference in the levy the

people of Aurora, far from the conflict, publicly expressed their

sympathy in the critical year of 1861 as contrasted to the restraint

imposed on the people of Bethel. One of the first Union Clubs in

Oregon was organised in Aurora on May 17, 1861 amid ringing oratory

and the music of the brass band. A resolution was passed supporting

the government against all foes from without or traitors within.
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Henry T. Pluck was a boy in Bethel, Missouri, at this time and in his

memoirs (9, p.11) he has recorded that while mostly favoring the Borth

the "men in Bethel had to observe neutrality as well as they could"

,probably the result of William Bell'sdirectiveR. "I remember se**

ins them drill, but nothing in particular was done."

Finch remarks that all the boys played "soldiers" and made wooden

guas and swords for themselves. Judging from an August 1861 letter

(24, p.150.451) that Neil dispatched to his people in Bethel, some

of the young men rebelled at the neutral position the Bethel Colony

pursued, for Boil wrote:

With regret I hear that some of the young men at
Bethel have endangered the whole community by
raising the Union flag on the Fourth of ,sly. Of

course, we are all Union men, and are bound by our
oath to uphold the Constitution, however, in the
present conflict among the Americana, we are ins-
pected to act only when the government requests us
to fulfill our duty as citizens. Bence, in the
present state of war between the political parties
in Missouri to display the colors of our party
unnecessarily, and thereby, to a certain degree
challenge the enmity of the far stronger opposi..
tics party is very careless and incomprehensible.
It is fortunate that these young citizens in the
eleventh hour realised their error, otherwise the
whole community might have faced disaster. It is
to be hoped that this incident may serve as a
warning, and that in future they may show more
respect and obedience to the advice of their
elders.

This advice of Beil's doesn't seem to have proved strong enough

for a month later (September 29, 1861) he wrote (24, p.151) to the

people of Bethel again:
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In my former letter I have pointed out that we, as
immigrant citizens, have absolutely nothing to do
with the present controversy among the Americans,
and we are only duty bound to actively assist the
government when we are requested to do so. The
greatest care and caution must, therefore, be ob-
served on the unavoidable contact with both parties,
and if some of you should by boastful and senseless
talk and action invite hatred upon the whole com-
munity, then you have to admonish them seriously
and warn them, and if they do not obey, it will be
your duty to expel' them completely from the Bethel
community.

The political problems engendered by the presence of Civil War

conflict in Missouri became unbearable for many of the families who

were peacefully inclined. Some moved to Aurora by boat while others

joined the wagon train of 1863 which brought Christoph Wolff to

Oregon. Wolff brought with him an obsession for books and is acid to

have read the works of Cabet, Bebsuf, Fourier and Harz with the con-

sequence that there has been some speculation that Wolff influenced

Keil in social theory. The pattern of Aurora's economic political and

social life was well established, however, by the time Wolff arrived

and the colony seems to have grown away, rather than toward, pure

communism in the following years.

Just as the Aurora Colony and its leader, William Keil, became a

part of the emerging pattern of Oregon life, so the pattern of the

typical cult or sect can be traced in the Aurora Colony's history.

This pattern (23, p.49) of malcontents,, idealists and opportunists:

in a slightly original design emerges again and again in all faiths

and all times.
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The original cult begins with an exclusiveness which rests on

return to primitive Christianity. The early fascination with this

idea is replaced by the voluntary association of people with similar

background which characterises the sect. Gradually the exclusiveness

fades and is replaced with emphasis on the universalism of the gospel

and so the sect reaches the status of a denomination composed of power.

ful, educated and intelligent middle, class people. it and his group

did not make this last transition and the group collapsed after just

about the maximum life.30 years ..attributed to a successful sect.

The Bible says that Moses lived to the age of 120 but the prophet

Keil lived a little more than half this span. Keil.. death in 1577

spelled the end of the communal enterprise although the formal

settlement of affairs through the courts wee not accomplished until

1851.

The student of religion is interested in the sect for its in

flume* on denominations. The political scientist or the historian

studies a communistic group for its influence on the political

development of the society. The sociologist investigates a COMP

sanity for its effect on individual development. An educator examines

a social group to discover how it provides for the growth and per.

petuation of its ideas and ideals. The student of literature looks

for the philosophy that motivates the group.
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The justification of a study of the Aurora Colony in Oregon is

deeper than any or all of these objectives for it seams to plumb the

depths of the weightiest and most probing problems of mankind: what

is the chief end of man and what is the "good life"?

Beneath the surface of men's daily lives there is a yearning

and a questing which now and then pops to the surface to confront

men with difficult decisions. In the intellectual debates one voice

insists, "Man does not live by bread alone," while another retorts

that freedom and human dignity are not won on empty bellies. One

thinker will contend that communism is a primitive social order die.

toted by necessity, while a naturalist will counter that the exclusive

notion of private property is basic with all animal life. A doctor

seeking the answer to longevity in human beings will travel to a

remote Tibetan tribe reported to have a remarkably fit people of ad.

vaned years and be will pronounce that their diet of apricots and

highly mineralised water is the secret of their long life. Another

observer will infer that the key is the Unneekuts practice of

communism just the same as American communal experiments like lEconomy

and Aurora, where people also lived to a venerable old age.

The story of Aurora is more than a report of a small German re.

ligious sect which fell apart when its leader died. In the story of

Aurora, and similar experiments, there seem to be some guideposts for

thought about a new Utopia. "No map of the world can be complete

which does not include Utopia," it has been said (16) "for it is

here that humanity keeps returning.
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Men have dreamed of Utopias and the dreamers have been ridiculed,

but each Utopian dream has inspired some practical man to realise a

part of it. Mach of the Utopianism of the past has been directed

toward minimising the drudgery of living. The dressier sought ways

to make necessary washing, cleaning, buying, selling, building, grow

tag, harvesting, cooking, all incidental to life instead of the major

concerns of life. Much of the mechanics of such Utopias has been

realised in America, but even hers men have stalled on the same prob..

lama that the Utopia dreamer failed to solve: human relations.

One of the most persistent questions that recurs in the study

of communal enterprise through the years has been the question of

what weakened the group. Most consistently the answer has been that

the communal society dominated by a strong leader does not tend to

nurture new leadership, but instead is likely to develop a dependent,

self..centered second generation. An anthropologist, Medford S. Spiro,

made a study in the past decade of a strictly Marxist, communistic,

materialistic group in Israel which shows signs of disintegrating,

and it is interesting to discover that some of his findings apply

neatly to a community like Aurora. Many of the sources of tension

which Spiro found in the twenty -five year old "venture in Utopia",

laryat Yedidea (32) appear in an examination of Aurora. One signifi

cant finding is that since an alternative of life outside the group

exists the colonists blame their irritations on group living. The
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personal decisions, like moving a place of residence or changing the

style of dross, when subordinated to the group or delegated committees,

creates problems out of all proportion to their importance for the

group. The group finds itself unable to cope with the problem of

private property, a notion which first crept into the Israeli colony

with books, and now has reached the proportion of gifts of automobiles

or refrigerators to individuals rather than the community. Workers

from outside the group excite envy because they share the benefits

of the group but escape the rigor of life there. Women resent the

fact that they are back in the same domestic and nonincome producing

service from which they had supposedly been freed. Vanity his re.

appeared among the second generation of women who desire cosmetics,

ornaments and simple luxuries.

Given the freedom from fear of want, men and women might be

expected to devote their thoughts, energies and imagination to the

solving of other problems that best the world. The effect in the

past seems to have been for individuals to become more self-centered

and to eventually lose all altruistic impulses so that the basic

economic structure, as well as the spiritual structure, of their life

finally collapsed. Spiritual failure may be the basic reason for

the structural breakdown of the Aurora Colony, as some residents in

the area suggest. This would carry the parallel between Moses and

the Israelites and Zell and the Aurorszs to a climax. There is the
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evidence in LI s letters that he consistently warned the peaeple to

hearken to the voice of the Lord, an admonition which Mimes had given

his people. Mess warned that if the people prospered in the promised

land to such an extent that they forgot that their power to gain

malth came not from their own strength, but from God, they would

surely perish. Aurora flourished while faith and selfless concern

for others dominated the life of the community. This innate concern

for another's welfare was still noted as characteristic when the

colony affairs were settled. It IA a characteristic still to be

found among the people of Switzerland, and Switzerland WAS the home

land of soma of Neills followers.

The same candle that men and women of Aurora lit in the wilder.*

nese of Oregon has been lit since in many places and many times, by

one man like an Albert Schweitzer or by many men. The candle does

not depend on an economic or political system but upon the willing.

uses of an individual to care. TO care or to love one must put self

in a secondary role, and this does not come easily to materialistic

man.

William Keil lit a candle he believed in, and in his lifetime

that candle attracted many moths. Even a century later the light

still glimmer* faintly. Walking the same byways, handling old

letters, sitting beside the same hearth that warmed another genera

tion, it is easy to imagine lea's spirit still looking for a
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sympathetic hearing. There is more of the Aurora story to be dug

out and patiently fitted together before fact and fiction become too

thoroughly fused to be isolated. The deeper the researcher probes

the more complex become the questions to be answered. What begins

as local history becomes a philosophical problem difficult to weave

into whole cloth from strands as tangled as though they were the

aftermath of a kitten's playful encounter with a hundred balls of

different colored yarn.

There is, nevertheless, a thread woven in the warp of the

history of men, sometimes lost in tweedy confusion, sometimes

bright in the brilliant plaids of hope and utopian dream. The be-

ginning of the thread is lost in the weave of the fabric and there

is no neat and tidy end. The Aurora Colony is a portion of this

thread with the origin of its ideals subdued in the texture of the

past but with bits appearing still in the gentle demeanor and co-

operative instincts of remnants in the area. To know such indi-

viduals restores hope and faith. All things are possible to those

who believe; it could be this simple.
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Appendix A

son sic:Timm? c42111011AL SETTLEMENTS
IN NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICA

Settlement Founder

1805 Harmonie, Pa. George Rapp

1818 Harmony, Did. 0 SI

1824 Economy, Pa. ft

1824 New Harmony, Ind. Robert Owen

1826 Nashoba, Tenn. bonnie Wright &
Robert Dale Owen
(Robert Oven's son)

1831 Independence, Mo. Joseph Smith

1835 Kirtland, Ohio n sir

1838 Nauvoo, Ill. ft n

1838 Putney, Vt. John Humphrey Noyes

1841 Brook Farm (Mass.) George Ripley

1841 Hopedale Rev. Adin Ballou

1843 Fruitlanda Bronson Alcott &
Charles Lane

1844 BETHEL, HO. DR. WILLIAM UM

1847* Oneida, N.Y. John Humphrey Noyes

1847 Salt Lake City Brigham Young

1856 AURORA, OREGON DR. WILL/AHEM

*(The Communist Manifesto was issued by Marx and Engels.)
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Appendix I

ANNA CONSTLIMON

Introduction to Constitution

This agreement, made this 5th day of April, 11644 between Dv.
Willis:stet' at Aurora Mills, Merlon County, Oregon, of the first
part, and Samuel Miller, Jacob Koenig, John Cissy, Fred Scholl,
Amdrew Vest, Ads* Steinbach, and Fred loch, trustees and aldermen of
the Aurora Community or co-operative association, of the second part,
Witnessed::

that the said Dr. William Wail, in consideration of the covenants of
the party of the second part, does covenant and agree to and with the
above named trusties and aldermen, to convey and transfer to then all
his real and personal estates, situated La the counties of Marion mid
Clackamas, to wit: all and singular the Lands, dwelling houses, grist
and saw-mills, stores, stags restaurant, workshops; livestock, farm,
Lag implemeats; tools sad other appurtenances thereunto belong ing with
the only exception of his two dwelling houses, garden and a mmle teem;
all in aecordence with an inventory to be taken up of the property
confided to them.

to have and to bold the same under the following coeditions:
1. that they keep ell the property thus entrusted to then in as good
order as they receive them,
2. that they make no burdening debts thereoa,
3. that they pay all state and county taxes for persons and said
property,
4. that they use all the moons and net proceeded the whole
property with particular care to the sustenance and comfort of the
families and persons who constitute the Aurora sommumity,
5. that they take care of erection of the necessary buildings for
families; workshops amd machineries,
But if the income should not be sufficient for such purposes, they
must limit themselves to the preservation of the property they have
received and act in all things in the same provident sense and manner
as the party of the first part hey dome up to the present time.

And the said parties of the second part, in coesideration of the
covenants on the part of the first party, do for themselves and La the

1. See XI and XII of Oregon State Archives microfilm cited in
the Bibliography (2) from which this text was transcribed.
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same of the Aurora Community gratefully accept the munificent gift thus

conferred on them, under which the administratioa of said property is

candied to them. to the best of their ability. *specially is follow.

Lag the praiseworthy example which is set then by their beloved leader

and protector.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our holds and seals, the

day and year above written.
Sismed. *Wed and delivered

in presence of:

Adolph ?flush
George Seriebaer
Jacob G. Miller

William Sail
Samuel Miller
Jacob Koenig
Joh:1414'0y

Y. Scholl
Andrew Vogt
Adam Steinbach

ARTICLSS 01 AMUCK

Whereas Dr. Willies Keil at Aurora Mills in the County of Mariam

and State of Cream, has made with us, the undersigmed trustees and

aldermen of the community or cooperative association at Aurora Mills.

the anoexed agreement
Therefore. in virtue of the authority vested in us an in execu.

titan of our trust. we. the said trustees and aldermen. of the first

part, do herewith covenant and agree to and with the undersigned

members of the Aurora community or cooperative association. of the

second part, in consideration of the covenants herein after contained.

1) that all persons with or without families. so long as they remain

in said community. shall receive free lodging, board. elothingand

meshing and in case of sickness free medical attendance. medicine

and nursing;
2) that there shall exist no preference in disposing of the neces-

saries of life; on the contrary, all shall be treated alike. as far

as circumstances allow it. and there be mode so discrimination on
that account between the first and last members of the community;

3) that all tames and necessary expenses to which the single members

may be subjected. shall promptly be paid for then;

4) that all members of the community shall be free of expenses with

reference to church and school purposes;
5) that all sick, disabled or indigent persons outside the 40111P

enmity, who ask and receive our assistamce. shall be relieved, as

far as the means of our community can afford it;
6) that all 'embers of the community. who by accident. sickmess, or

old age may become disabled or incapable to perform their daily

labor any more. shall receive their sustenance and all other maces*

sary accomodations out of the means of the whole community for the
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remelaing part of their natural life, provided that they remain in
the community, but net otherwise. In like meaner proper care will
be taken for the surviving widow and orphan children of a deceased
member, as long as they remain in the community;
7) that every neaber of the Aurora community shall in no wise be re-
strained in the full enjoyment of his personal rights as a citisan
of the United States, and therefore, if he damsel' toissolve his
comnection with the said community he is at full liberty to do so,
without objection of any come, provided that before his leaving, he
delivers up to the trustees all the implements, tools and other
property of the community which has been confided to him in partite
laver. As for the rest, the understanding is, that the enjoyment of
the above enumerated beef its and privileges during his membership
is mutually regarded as a full compensation of all his labor for
the community and that he has no right to claim any other payment
for his labor, except the sum of 23 dollars. which every person,
who has stayed arum years in the Aurora community, shall re-
alive before his leaving as extra-compensation or present from said
community;
0) that every person joining the Aurora community must be full 21
years of age sod of good moral character, that is, he most conduct
himself in all his dealings with honesty, faithfulness, and 41.11
genes; besides be must faithfully perform his daily labor assigned
to his by the trustees or foreman of the community according to
his trade or ability; and if a work of common interest is to be
done, whereby more as the usual hands are necessary, then every
mechanic or shopman is bound to follow the call for temporary help
of the trustees or foremen. In particular every member mast take
good care of the tools end implements confided to him and not suffer
or allow that any of them should be injured or wasted.
9) that, whereas the trustees are node responsible for the proper
management of all the business branches in the community, therefore
every imather is bound to follow their advice and direction; and in
cases of difficulties or disputes among the single members, the
board of trustees has to decide the matter amicably; and if a memo.
her should refuse to obey or to acknowledge their decisions or
admonitions, than the trustees shell have a right to exclude such
a member from the community. furthermore the trustees have the
right to appoint a nenber of treasurer of all the income of the
community and every foreman or single member who receives money
belonging to the community is bound, to asks as monthly settlement
of his account with the appointed treasurer, and pay over all moneys
in their hands;
10) that no person is allowed to join the Aurora community by sub -
scribing his name to this agreement, who heat not previously con,
sidsrsd maturely the importance and consequences of this step, and
who does not sincerely approve all the regulations sad principles
laid down in this agreement
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And the undersigned parties of the second pert, in consideration
of the covenants on the part of the first party, do herewith covenant
and agree to and with the said trustees and aldermen of the said first
party, that they accept freely and without persuasion, fear or comm
pulsion of any *me, the membership of the Aurora Community or ca .
operative association , and that they plods* themeelves to comply feithr
fully with all and singular the regulations and conditions, contained
in their asreement, as lens as they remain in the Aurora community.

In witness whereof we have hereunto sot our hands and seals
this 5th day of April 1866
Signed and delivered
in presence of

(signatures follow)
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Appendix C

NITHEI CONSTITUTION"

August 30, 1844 Bethel

Rules of the Christian Community

'Having united ourselves into a Christie& society we have
drawn up the followmg rules for a faithful observance and have
unanimously adopted them:

1. Ivory umber must ley all he possesses into a cosmos
treasury and labor fer the common welters of the society during
three years, in order to establish the beginning of the common welfare,
so that each one might coma to his own daring these three years.

2. This society most not rest on anything else than the love
of God, so that every opportunity for selfish gate be emelleded. But
our diligence and activity must be as an open fountain in order to
do good to the poor, that by our means we might be of benefit not
only to the brethren that are with us at present, but also to the
poor in the future. To this end also shall serve those of the poor
who are strong. Therefore a common treasury is attaiemble, wherein
all diligence and activity on the pert of each member is shown in
abundance, and this must be the source from which we must draw
continuously.

3. if one or another brother should leave us during the
three years, we cannot promise to any one a large requital, because
the purpose of this society is not to lay up treasures, but to ad.
minister continuously help to the poor, and in this we bass ourselves
en the Word of God: "laving therefore food and raiment let us be
content." But should one or another brother be Inc looser willing
to remain with us, the Word of God also says: "You shall not let
your brother go away from you empty." Thus, in this matter also
we shall find a way to deal with the brother, that wee slight abide
in love.

4. Although we cannot promise much to any one at the be.
ginning, nevertheless to the single brother who leaves the society
shall be given, from the society, yearly twenty dollars and to the
single sister twelve dollars, provided she is eighteen years old,
and this applies to such as live with their parents as well as to
those who live outside their families. In regard to the fathers
(men who have ft:millets) who leave us, it shall be granted for them,
for their wives and their children, under ago, the ems of forty
dollars, for each year, as tt compensation.

1. This translation of the Bethel egreement appears in the
text of pert Nandrick's 10,t001 qn4 Aoroa p.1 7.
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Appendix

Members of the Hammy $oelety st Iconemy in the county of Beavers
Pemmolvemia, who left February 1, 1832, with the 'fount Nelson". "

Aigmer, Fredericka
Amtrieth* Christian
Antrieth, Salome
Somers
Sauer, John
Semeama, Mlehael
Bemdool* Wilhelmima

Boatel, Arnold
Demtel Gottlieb
Motel, Gottlieb 2nd
Semtel, Israel
Boatel, Jeremtas
boatel* Philippe
Meatel, Regime
Sonia*, Conrad
Sochi*, lruestine
lockle, Jam*
leskle, Xatbarina
Setkle, Louise
loser, George
Nosim, Jacob

Whits* T. ihabert
Nurr, Jacob
Surwashter, Wilhelnima
Shmea, Migsidalena
*rb, Carol***

Xathertna
Xrb* Lewis
Xrb, Martin

Lebo Salome
*rb, William
Ipple, Lewis
"oath, Andrew
tenth, Imbue
Mouth, Christina
Tenth, Christian*
Feuth, IlLsebeth
Sloth, Jacobins
tenth, Matthew
Fegert, Michael
Fischer, Anna Xathertme
Fischer, Barbera
Fischer, Christian
flasher, Frederick
Fischer, George
Fischer, George Ada*
Fischer, Henry
Fischer* Hosea
Fischer, Johanna
Fischer, Xatherins
Fischer, Mhttbew
Fischer, Melenoir
Fischer* Phoben

Wilbelmina
Forstner George (4?)
frstner, Warta
Forstner, Michael
Towner, Sara

1. List compiled for this study by gr. Lawrence Thurman,
from Old liconomy records.

2. Identified by Bak (3) as Bethel's prominent i ividuel t.

(A) Same name appears in Aurora records.

curator,

(A2) There is some evidence of the same individual or family appearing
in Aurora but such identtficatioa hers is not intended as conclusive.
Spelling variations for the name of en identified individual have
been noted in the personal papers examined, so conclusions are tenta-
tive.
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Ilarmony Withdrawals Continued:

Prank, Rlisabetb
Frank, Mainhald
tritscher, George
tritschar, Jacob
Pritachor, John
Pritscher, Margarat

Ptah* 1111sabeth
Ptah, Rva
Fruit, Prodariek*
truh, Maria
Gan*, Conrad
ann, Isimomd
Gayer, Dewy
Gerhard, Xathsrina
Gerhard, That
Gerhardt, Christiaaa
Metals, George
Manley Maraellus
Mohr, Christopher
Hopfiager, Carl
Aims, Joha

JunSf $Y
Jung* Georg* Adam
J441, Margaratta
Xamt, Fredericka
faller, Aden
Moller, Rudolph
Killinger, Barbara

Christoph
Ballinger, tatharina
Billingar, Olana
Xlein, Christians*
Klein, Dorothy
Klein, Jacobin*
Main, Matthew
Ilingenstaia, Jacob
Sapper, Angelis
Xnappor, Anthony
Kaapper, Maury 2nd
taodel, Ceara'

limiSs Christiana
labs, David
Zonis, Jacob
sail, Jacob
tram*, Margaret (A?)

Xmas, Wilhelmina (A)
Don, fathering'

Urn, Jacob
Laid, David
Laid, Xliaabsth
Lois, Jacobins,
Leis, Louisa
Laubschar, Barbara
Lanbscher, Henry
Laubscher, Jacob
Laubschar Eatbarina
Lcubschsr, Phillip*
Lauppla, Debora
Leusht, Siren*
Lichtenberger, Christoph
Las, John
Maisaknecht, Jacob
Margeardt Adam
Marguardt, Jacob
actin, Barbara
Martin, Christian
Martin, Christian 2nd
Martin, Christoph
Martin, Juliana
Martin, Margaret
Martin, Margaret Barbara
flab h, Judith
Reiff, Georg.
&ocher, John
Sander, Jacob
Schaal, George
Schafer, Jacob (A?)
Schafer, Regina
Schuid August
Schmid, Christian
Schmid, Christiana
Schmid, Predaricka
Schmid, Jacobia
Schmid, Tobias
Schmid, William
Schmidt, Cathartna
Schaidt, Fredericka
Schmidt, Wharf.=
Schmidt, Magdalena
Schmidt, Margaret
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This is the stone which marks the final resting
place of Willie Keil, eldest son of William Keil.
This is one grave among a number of later graves
in a private cemetery near Menlo, Washington. Al-
though no mention is made here of the fact that
Willie died in Bethel, Missouri, highway signs tell
the saga of the corpse that travelled the Oregon
Trail preserved in alcohol.
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Willie Keil's grave is on knoll, upper
picture above and upper right of lower
signs do not agree with each other nor
records. This is west side of highway
east, as in Aurora graveyard.

MAR 63

left corner of
The

with available
and graves face
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The Old Colem Sous in Aurora as restoration began.
House was built in 1860 for Keills son. Family burial

ground is on knoll to the rear. Furniture below was

made about the same year for the Case home in Salem

),y Aurora craftsmen.
APR 63


